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BAnQ, a unique entity of its kind



Published documentary heritage at BAnQ

Laurentiana:
[translation] “Titles printed in Quebec and titles about Quebec printed 
abroad”  (Histoire du livre et de l’imprimé au Canada, PUM, 2005, pg. 520)

• nationally published documents
• published documents about Quebec (documents 

published externally but pertaining to Quebec by 
author or subject)

• foreign documents with heritage value 
• collections that are of cultural interest



Means of acquisition 

Legal deposit
• Nationally released publications
Voluntary deposit 
• Digital publications and websites
Purchases
• From libraries, individuals and institutions, mainly for related 

publishing and Quebec documents published before legal deposit 
came into force (1967)

Donations
• Major source for Quebec publications from before 1967



In Quebec, legal deposit is...

• … a requirement under the Act respecting Bibliothèque et 
Archives nationales du Québec
“Every publisher shall deposit with Bibliothèque et Archives 
nationales, free of charge, two copies of every edition of 
every document published by the publisher, within seven 
days of its publication.”

• Publishers must submit free of charge two copies of what 
they publish.

• One copy for preservation and one copy for distribution



Evolution of legal deposit

1968

• Books 
• Musical scores 
• Periodicals 
• Fine art 

bindings
• Maps and 

plans

1992

• Posters
• Post cards
• Microforms
• Sound recordings
• Electronic 

documents
• Prints

2001

Voluntary 
deposits of digital 
publications

2003

Performance 
programs

2012

Voluntary 
deposit, 
websites

2006

Films



Legal deposit: features

• Search for completeness (no choice)
• Variety of document types targeted
• A deposited document is never removed from collections (longevity)



Legal deposit partners

For sound recordings: SOPROQ
(Quebec Collective Society for the Rights 
of Makers of Sound and Video 
Recordings) 

For posters: the firm Publicité Sauvage 

For films: Cinémathèque québécoise

For digital publications: ANEL-De Marque 
Digital Book Repository 



Status of published heritage collections 
Analog materials



Conservation and preservation 
Analog materials

The Politique de conservation des collections patrimoniales 
[Heritage Collection Preservation Policy] aims to ensure long-term 
access to documents. 

It is based mainly on:
• the standards governing the 

conditions for storing heritage collections 
• the [translation] Policy regarding Restoration 

and Packaging of Heritage Collections 
• the [translation] Procedure on Handling Heritage Documents



Storage conditions

BAnQ has a preservation 
centre equipped with storage 
areas where the standards 
for security, fit-up and 
environmental conditions are 
carefully followed.



Restoration 

Principles observed 

• Minimal intervention
• Compatibility and stability
• Reversibility and visibility
• Documentation



Digital documents: issues

Durability Interoperability
Authenticity Re-use

Library science and archival aspect 
• Metadata
Technological aspect
• Preservation formats
• Computer architecture
Economic aspect
• Involves considerable human and physical resources



Digitization of collections of published 
documentary heritage:

Printed books
15,969

Serial 
publications

789

Graphic 
materials

44,320

Cartography 
materials

7,007Audiovisual 
materials

2,336

Since 1993, 7% of titles have been digitized: 70,421 titles 



Last copies

§ Without claiming to be comprehensive, the BAnQ’s published heritage 
collections are among the most complete for Quebec.

§ We subscribe to the basic principles of building a Canada-wide cooperation 
network in the context of last copy designation, with BAnQ as a link in that 
network.

§ Importance of being part of the Canadian National Heritage Digitization 
Strategy for effective, non-redundant digitization of last copies



Questions?
Comments?

Thanks for your attention!
Maureen Clapperton


